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a b s t r a c t

Computer Tomography (CT) scanners for research applications are often designed to facilitate flexible
acquisition geometries. Making full use of such CT scanners requires advanced reconstruction software
that can (i) deal with a broad range of geometrical scanning settings, (ii) allows for customization
of processing algorithms, and (iii) has the capability to process large amounts of data. FleXbox is a
Python-based tomographic reconstruction toolbox focused on these three functionalities. It is built to
bridge the gap between low-level tomographic reconstruction packages (e.g. ASTRA toolbox) and high-
level distributed systems (e.g. Livermore Tomography Tools). FleXbox allows to model arbitrary source,
detector and object trajectories. The modular architecture of FleXbox allows to design an optimal
reconstruction approach for a single CT dataset. When multiple datasets of an object are acquired
(either different spatial regions or different snapshots in time), they can be combined into a larger high
resolution volume or a time series of volumes. The software allows to then create a computational
reconstruction pipeline that can run without user interaction and enables efficient computation on
large-scale 3D volumes on a single workstation.

© 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Motivation and significance

Advanced laboratory cone-beam X-ray CT scanners allow re-
searchers to obtain high quality scans of a wide range of speci-
mens through optimization of the source settings and adjustment
of the scan orbit. Multiple scans of the same object can be ac-
quired in different configurations in order to increase the total
size of the reconstructed volume [1], improve the contrast [2],
reduce the reconstruction artifacts [3] or create a time-lapse
series [4]. However, such experiments also require access to re-
construction software supporting adjustable processing routines,
variable scanning geometries, and large data volumes.

A considerable number of software packages can be used
for tomographic reconstructions [5–13]. These projects provide
access to a multitude of effective data processing functions and
advanced algorithms. Low-level packages like ODL [5] or AS-
TRA [6] allow to fully optimize reconstruction of a single scan
but lack the functionality needed to process large amounts of
data, while high-level systems like LTT [9] or CASToR [12] permit
to design fast processing pipelines but may lack the flexibility
and transparency of a low-level package. In order to close the
gap between algorithm-level reconstruction packages and pro-
cessing pipeline-level distributed systems, we have designed a
light-weight Python-based CT reconstruction toolbox — FleXbox.
It is organized as a collection of building blocks that can be
used along with Python’s scientific computing package numpy
on two different levels: (1) to design a reconstruction approach
optimized for a specific scan, (2) to prototype a reconstruction
pipeline for processing arrays of larger-than-memory data on a
single workstation.

2. Software description

FleXbox is highly transparent: it is Python-based, which pro-
vides easy access to its internal design. It is integrated with
ASTRA toolbox, which enables fast multi-GPU reconstructions
on a single workstation. Computational times of ASTRA were
previously shown to scale almost linearly with the number of
available GPUs, allowing to compute 10003 voxel volumes in only
a few seconds [6]. Other relevant packages are employed, such as
numpy (linear algebra and out-of-memory arrays support), scipy
and skimage (image processing and analysis), xraylib (spectral
simulations), paramiko and imageio (SCP, data I/O), SimpleITK
(volume registration), numpy-stl (surface models).

2.1. Software architecture

Functionality of the FleXbox is divided between three com-
ponents with submodules: flexData, flexTomo and flexCalc
(Fig. 1). flexData can be used stand-alone and is providing
basic I/O utilities and geometry definitions. It can be integrated
with existing ASTRA-based reconstruction routines. flexTomo
contains building blocks for simulation and reconstruction scripts,
as well as a library of subset-accelerated algebraic algorithms.
flexCalc component is comprised of a higher-level data pro-
cessing and analysis routines and a toolbox for pipeline proto-
typing.

2.2. Software functionalities

We consider the following to be the core functionality of
FleXbox: (1) simple definition and manipulation of the acquisition
geometry, (2) fast subset-accelerated tomographic reconstruction
algorithms, (3) prototyping of large data processing pipelines.

Fig. 1. FleXbox components and their modules.

Fig. 2. Geometry definition: (A) a standard circular-orbit cone-beam geometry;
(B) laminography geometry achieved by rotating the detector by 45◦ and intro-
ducing a source–detector offset along the axis of rotation; (C) two acquisitions
combined via rotation of the reconstruction volume coordinate system; (D) a
linear scan geometry.

2.2.1. Geometry definition
While some reconstruction packages can be applied to one

of the standard acquisition geometries (e.g. circular orbit cone-
beam), ASTRA toolbox provides definition for an arbitrary vector-
based geometry. flexData enables an intermediate, more
intuitive yet flexible definition of an acquisition geometry. It
is realized through one of the three geometry classes: circu-
lar (Fig. 2a), helical (Fig. 2b) and linear (Fig. 2d). Each class is
initialized with a set of basic parameters, e.g. source to object
distance, object to detector distance, pixel size, rotation range for
the circular class; and can be adjusted using an extended set
of optional parameters e.g. tilts and translations of the scanning
orbit, detector orientation etc (Fig. 2b, c).

2.2.2. Tomographic reconstruction
flexTomo provides reconstruction and simulation routines

for monochromatic or polychromatic cone-beam CT. It contains
subset-based back- and forward-projection operators, an imple-
mentation of a single gradient-descent step and a few complete
algebraic algorithms such as: SIRT, EM, FISTA, PWLS [14]. Splitting
the data into subsets serves a double purpose: (1) facilitates
reconstruction of a dataset that does not fit into the workstation
memory by projecting one subset at a time, (2) speed-up the con-
vergence of gradient-descent-based reconstruction algorithms,
making them practically applicable to large datasets.

2.2.3. Pipeline prototyping
A pipeline can be created to either apply same processing and

reconstruction steps to multiple datasets or to combine a number
of datasets into a larger reconstructed volume or a series of
aligned volumes. This is done by scheduling a queue of operations
that should be applied to a sequence of projection data arrays. A
tree of nodes is automatically created (see Fig. 3a), where each
node represents an operation call applied to a single dataset. A
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Fig. 3. Batch scheduler: (A) a pipeline for merging several scans into a single reconstruction; (B) group node with multiple input buffers; (C) batch node with one
input buffer and several output buffers;.

Fig. 4. Example use cases. (A) high-resolution reconstruction through data tiling of cone-beam data: single projection (A1), six stitched projections (A2), rendering
of the reconstructed volume (A3). (B) multi-axis reconstruction of a circuit board: B1 and B2 filtered back-projections based on two scans with orthogonal rotation
axes; an algebraic reconstruction based on two datasets (B3). (C) time-lapse reconstruction of a growing green pea: C1–C3 day 1, day 5 and day 10 respectively. (D)
comparison of the oatmeal reconstructions with: FleXbox (D1), TIGRE (D2), TIGRE, corrected detector tilt (D3)

node may have one or more input buffers and one or more output
buffers that reside on disk (Fig. 3b, c). This way the amount of
memory used at any point is limited to the amount needed to
process a single dataset. If the system crashes, reconstruction can
be restarted from the last completed node, once the cause of the
failure is addressed.

2.2.4. Other utilities
flexCalc enables the user to rapidly develop a single script

for pre-processing, reconstruction and post-processing. It con-
tains such utilities as: single material beam-hardening correction,
thresholding, interpolation, volume registration, shape and size
measurements, geometry optimization based on auto-focusing.

3. Illustrative examples

FleXbox was initially developed to process data generated by
the Flex-Ray scanner [15]; it was used to demonstrate advantages
of multi-axis CT acquisition in [3] and is extensively used for
reconstructions of tiled high-resolution volumes in the so-called
See-Through Museum Project [16].

4. Impact

Different use cases of FleXbox are demonstrated in Fig. 4.
First column shows a high-resolution reconstruction of a Chinese
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ivory ball [16]. In this example, six scans with a projection size
of 1943 × 1535 pixels were aligned and combined into larger
projections to reconstruct a 40003 voxel volume.

For this reconstruction around 100 GB (16 bit) of projections
were processed, resulting in a reconstructed volume of 220 GB
(32 bit) on a workstation equipped with an NVIDIA 1080Ti GPU
(10 GB), 128 GB RAM, 1TB SSD hard drive. The disk-footprint
of the reconstructed volume was reduced by downgrading to
8 bit and applying ZIP compression. Second column demon-
strates a result of a standard single axis filtered backprojection
(Fig. 4b1, b2) versus a multi-axis algebraic reconstruction avail-
able in flexTomo (Fig. 4b3) [3]. Third column shows an example
of a time-lapse, where a green pea was scanned once a day,
the results of each reconstruction were aligned using volume
registration available in flexCalc. The last column shows a
comparison between a reconstruction of a bottom of an oatmeal
jar [17] made in FleXbox (Fig. 4d1) with a result obtained using
TIGRE package [18] (Fig. 4d2, d3). This data exhibits a small
detector tilt that was corrected using geometry parameters opti-
mization in flexCalc (Fig. 4d1). Uncorrected reconstruction that
was made using TIGRE package is slightly defocused (Fig. 4d2).
However, once the detector tilt estimated by flexCalc was
substituted into the TIGRE geometry, a sharp reconstruction was
achieved (Fig. 4d3).

In the oatmeal example, we reconstructed a cropped 10003

voxel volume from a 1944 × 1536 × 1001 projection dataset. This
computation was performed on a workstation with an NVIDIA
GTX 970 GPU (4 GB), 64 GB RAM, 6-core Intel Xeon 3.5 GHz
CPU. Calculation using FleXbox (ASTRA-based) took 70 s, while
the calculation based on TIGRE took 250 s.

5. Conclusions

Advanced X-ray CT systems such as XRE UniTOM, Xradia
Versa, SKYSCAN 1273 as well as some open-design systems such
as [19] are highly adjustable and can generate tomographic data
in a wide range of unconventional geometries. FleXbox can pro-
vide aid in utilization of such systems as it is focused on three
objectives: (1) flexible geometry definition, (2) large data array
support, (3) pipeline prototyping.

By using FleXbox, one can quickly prototype an optimal re-
construction pipeline customized for different applications: high
resolution tiled scans (limited to 50003 voxel volumes in our
practice); reduction of reconstruction artifacts through acceler-
ated iterative algorithms (moderate size volumes of 10003–20003

voxel); reduction of metal artifacts through multi-axis scanning;
and time-lapse reconstructions (combining multiple data into a
time series).
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